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Purpose: Postural instability is a disabling symptom in patients with acute
unilateral vestibular hypofunction (UVH). Vestibular rehabilitation (VR) with
the unidirectional rotation paradigm has been shown recently to improve gaze
stabilization in UVH patients, particularly when performed early after onset of the
vestibular pathology, but its role on posture recovery remains unknown until today.
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Methods: Effects on posture and balance recovery of early versus delayed
VR with the rotatory chair protocol were analyzed under static and dynamic
postural tasks performed in different visual conditions (eye open: EO, eyes
closed: EC, optokinetic stimulation). Posture control was investigated through
non-linear analyses of the stabilogram in three groups of patients submitted
to the same VR program performed at different time periods after onset of
the acute vertigo attack (early VR: first two weeks; late 1 VR: third and fourth
weeks; late 2 VR: one month and more). The Dizziness Handicap Inventory
(DHI) score was evaluated before and after VR.
Results: All the postural parameters (Postural Instability Index: PII,
Spectral Power Density: SPD, Critical Point amplitude: CP amp, and Hausdorff
Frequency: HF) were significantly modified in the UVH patients tested before
VR compared to the controls. Greater instability (increased PII) associated with
higher energy to control posture (enhanced SPD), higher CoP displacements
without feedback corrections (increased CP amp), and lower time of automatic
control of posture (decreased HF) was the typical pattern of the UVH patients.
After rehabilitation and in static posturography conditions, all the postural
parameters were improved in the three groups of patients, whatever the visual
condition, without significant differences between the groups. By contrast,
recovery of balance in the dynamic postural conditions was better only when
rehabilitation was performed early. A lower percentage of fallers was observed
in the early and late 1 group in the most challenging conditions with EC and
optokinetic stimulation. In addition, the early group was the only one to show
significant improvement of the postural parameters (PII, SPD, CP amp and
HF), and the late 2 group the only one to show no significant changes. The
late 1 group exhibited an intermediate recovery pattern. The DHI scores were
significantly reduced in the early and late 1 groups only.
Conclusions: Posture control is strongly impaired in the UVH patients who
display greater instability, higher body sway without feedback correction, and
spend much more energy to keep balance. Postural recovery after VR does
not depend on the time period between onset of pathology and beginning of
VR when patients were tested in the easy postural tasks on a stable support.
However, in the most challenging conditions on unstable support, without
vision or moving visual environment, earlier the rehabilitation with the rotatory
chair protocol, better the recovery. This latter result suggests a critical period
to recover optimally the dynamic vestibulo-spinal function, similar to the early
opportunity time window we have highlighted for the recovery of the dynamic
vestibulo-ocular reflex.
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Introduction
Posture control is based on the central integration
of multisensory inputs arising from allocentric (vision),
egocentric (somatosensory) and geocentric (vestibular)
reference frames, and on an internal model of body position
in space continuously updated by this sensory feedback
to adapt the motor command to the environmental
constraints1,2 or pathological conditions3. Regulation of
body position in space for orientation and stabilization is
automatically done at both subcortical and spinal levels
for low challenging postural tasks like quiet standing, a
motor-balance skill of everyday life4. In healthy subjects
with stable support surface and fixed visual environment,
the allocentric and egocentric sensory feedback is
dominant compared to the geocentric input from the
vestibular system5, which mainly contributes to activate
the antigravitive muscles tonically, through the lateral and
medial vestibulospinal pathways6. By contrast, under much
more challenging conditions, the vestibular contribution
to posture and balance control becomes predominant.
Dynamic posturography findings in healthy subjects
indicate that the sensory cues weighting for body sway
stabilization relies mainly on vestibular inputs under sway
referenced visual or somatosensory contexts7,8.

The tonic vestibular contribution to posture control has
been demonstrated in both animal models of vestibular
loss9 and vestibular patients10,11. Clinical studies showed
that patients with acute unilateral vestibular loss had
ipsilateral roll and frontal head tilt12, abnormal body
alignment13, increased body sway in eyes open and eyes
closed conditions compared to healthy controls10,14-16.
The dynamic vestibular contribution to balance function
was evidenced in such patients by modifications of the
locomotor pattern, disequilibrium and falls to the lesion
side17, and poor postural performances in dynamic
posturography conditions when vision or somatosensory
inputs were sway referenced7,8,11.

As a rule, the static postural deficits are compensated
over weeks and months in a process referred to vestibular
compensation in the literature, while the dynamic balance
function remains poorly recovered in the most challenging
conditions18,19. Sensory substitution mechanisms based on
visual and somatosensory inputs are generally involved
in the postural deficits compensation16,20-22, and it is fully
accepted now that vestibular rehabilitation therapy (VR)
is effective for improving balance, dizziness and quality of
life in vestibular loss patients23-25. Not only VR is a safe and
effective therapy that accelerates the recovery process, but
it also optimizes the final level of vestibular compensation26.
One important point is to know whether there is a
critical or sensitive period during the time course of
recovery, a burning question underlined by the American
Physical Therapy Association27 regarding the quality of life
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for the patients and the health-care costs for the society.
Our investigations in vestibular-lesioned animal model
based on early versus delayed sensorimotor activity after
onset of the lesion provided the first demonstration that
early is better28,29. However, this question is still under
debate for vestibular patients30 since some clinical studies
showed VR benefits when performed in the acute stage31,32
while others pointed to benefits at all phases33,34. Our paper
on recovery of the dynamic visual acuity in UVH patients
has provided for the first time direct comparisons of early
and delayed VR, and it was clearly showed that earlier VR,
better the recovery35.

Can this conclusion be extended to the recovery of
posture and balance disorders? That is the topic of this
study in which we have compared early and delayed VR
in UVH patients submitted to the rotatory chair protocol.
Used as a rehabilitation method for UVH patients as early
as the end of the XXth century by French physiotherapists,
the rotatory chair protocol consists in unidirectional
rotations of the patient’s whole body towards the lesion
side to reduce the response from the intact labyrinth and,
therefore, to decrease the vestibular asymmetry seen
acutely after the unilateral vestibular loss. Ushio et al.36
in unilateral labyrinthectomized macaques, then Sadeghi
et al.37 in patients with chronic vestibular dysfunction,
underlined the potential role of unidirectional rotations to
rebalance the vestibular system. We have confirmed this
statement in UVH patients rehabilitated with two different
unilateral rotation paradigms38. The present study was
aimed at examining early versus delayed VR interventions
with the rotatory chair protocol in UVH patients. The
outcomes were objective measurements of posture and
balance control by static and dynamic posturography,
and subjective evaluation with the dizziness handicap
inventory score.

Material And Methods
Participants

This prospective study included 40 patients with UVH
who were diagnosed as acute unilateral vestibulopathy
(vestibular neuritis) on the basis of patients’ history and
clinical examination. The criteria defined by Strupp and
Magnusson39 were used for patients’ inclusion (acute
onset of spinning vertigo, postural imbalance, nausea,
spontaneous horizontal rotatory nystagmus, positive
Head Impulse Test (HIT) to the disease side. The HIT
was defined as pathological when the aVOR gain was
below 0.65 and when overt and/or covert saccades were
recorded. All patients underwent passive HIT and aVOR
gain measurement using the VHIT Ulmer recording
device (Synapsis, Marseille, France) to measure the deficit
of the horizontal aVOR before VR. All patients showed
pathological aVOR responses on the hypofunction side,
while normal responses were recorded on the healthy
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Table I: Characteristics of the three groups of unilateral vestibular
hypofunction (UVH) patients
The table shows the total number of UVH patients (N) and the
number of patients in each of the three groups (n) submitted to
early or later rehabilitation with the rotatory chair protocol. Gender,
mean age (and range, in days), mean angular horizontal vestibuloocular reflex gain (aHVOR ± SD) on both the ipsilateral hypofunction
and contralateral healthy sides, and mean time (and range, in days)
between onset of the pathology and beginning of the vestibular
rehabilitation are indicated.

N = 40

Gender

Mean Age (Range)

aHVOR Gain Ipsilat
Contral
Time from Onset
(Mean and Range,
days)

EARLY
UR REHAB
n = 19
7 Males
12 Females
59.3
(32 – 80)
0.18 ± 0.14
0.85 ± 0.08
7.2
(2 - 12)

LATE 1
UR REHAB
n = 13
6 Males
7 Females
65.9
(36 – 86)
0.19 ± 0.12
0.88 ± 0.05
22.9
(16 - 30)

LATE 2
UR REHAB
n=8
2 Males
6 Females
61.2
(34 – 79)
0.14 ± 0.11
0.81 ± 0.09
44.1
(32 – 65)

side (Table I). Among the 40 patients, 31 had pathological
HIT responses to horizontal canal test, vertical anterior
canal test and posterior canal test on the hypofunction
side, attesting of complete impairment of the superior and
inferior branches of the vestibular nerve. The remaining 9
patients had impairment of the superior branch only with
pathological HIT tests for both the horizontal canal test
and vertical anterior canal test. The caloric test was not
systematically performed because of its unpleasant side for
patients, and when it was done the response was lacking
on the lesion side. The VEMPs were not done due to lack
of necessary equipment. Central vestibular or ocular motor
dysfunctions as well as positional vertigo constituted
exclusion criteria.

The whole population of UVH patients was subdivided
into three groups on the basis of the moment when VR
was started after onset of the vertigo attack (Table I). A
first group (N = 19) was made of seven males and twelve
females (mean age 59.3 ± 14.9 years; range 32–80 years;
15 with pathological impairment of both vestibular nerve
branches) submitted to an early VR starting within the first
two weeks after onset (mean 7.2 days: Fig. 1A-B). A second
group included thirteen patients (6 males and 7 females;
mean age 65.9 ± 15.5 years; range 36–82 years; 10 with
both vestibular nerve branches impaired) receiving VR
between the 3rd and the 4th week after onset (mean 22.9
days). The third group was composed of eight patients (2
males and 6 females; mean age 61.2 ± 13.8 years; range 34–
79 years; 6 with both vestibular nerve branches impaired)
who were tested in the time period 1–2 months (mean
44.1 days) after onset of the acute vertigo attack. It must
be mentioned that, on the average, the patients of this
third group had their first inclusion visit and their first VR
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session at time periods when patients of the early group
had already finished their VR. The third group tested just
before VR can be assimilated to a control group without
specific rehabilitation and used to assess the potential
effects of VR therapy by comparison with the early group
after VR (see Fig. 1C). The three groups of patients were
investigated for posture control (static posturography),
balance performance (dynamic posturography), and
subjective evaluation of their handicap (DHI score) before
and after vestibular rehabilitation with the rotatory chair
protocol (Figure 1A).

Drug treatment was an exclusion criterion and patients
were advised not to take anti-vertigo drug treatments after
inclusion. Written informed consent to participate was
obtained for each patient, the investigation was performed
according to the Helsinki Declaration, and an ethic local
committee (CCPPRB) approved the protocol.

Static and Dynamic Posturography
Experimental Setup

Posturography test consisted of recording the Center
of foot Pressure (CoP) displacements during sequences of
30 s using a force platform (Multitest Equilibre, Framiral,
Grasse, France: sampling frequency: 50 Hz) in patients
standing quietly without voluntary movements of head and
body. Six recording sessions composed the posturography
test, which duration was 6 to 8 minutes. 15-30 second rest
periods were given to the patients between each session.
The first three sessions were performed with the patient
standing on a stable support (static posturography), with
eyes open (EO), then with eyes closed (EC), and thereafter
with vision of a moving random visual pattern provided
by an optokinetic device (Opto: Framiral, Grasse, France).
The last three sessions were performed in the same
experimental conditions (EO, EC, Opto) but with patients on
unstable support (dynamic posturography). The platform
was totally free to move in the 3D space, the patient’s own
instability creating the displacements of the platform. Body
sway was evaluated in each visual condition by computing
the CoP over time.
Data Processing

The CoP displacements computed in the anteroposterior and medio-lateral directions were used to
measure the static and dynamic postural performance of
the patients. Non-linear analyses of CoP displacements
were performed in order to accurately evaluate posture
and balance control40. It consisted of applying the wavelet
transform, the stabilogram diffusion analysis, and the
fractional Brownian-motion analysis to the stabilograms
(PosturoPro software, Framiral, Grasse, France).
The wavelet analysis has been described in detail in
previous papers41-43. Briefly, this method is particularly
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Figure 1A-C: Methods and Experimental Protocol
A) Illustration of the different non-linear analyses of the CoP displacements (wavelet transform, diffusion and fractal analyses) and
questionnaire (Dizziness Handicap Inventory: DHI) used to investigate posture and balance functions in the static and dynamic
posturography tests for the three groups of unilateral vestibular hypofunction (UVH) patients submitted to early and later rehabilitation
with the rotatory chair protocol. The early rehabilitation (N=19) was made of patients rehabilitated in the first two weeks after onset of
vestibular disesase, the late 1 group (N=13) between the third and the fourth week, and the late 2 group (N=8) after one month or more.
B) Histograms showing the distribution of the patients in each group and the mean time delay between vertigo onset and beginning of
the rehabilitation. C) Schematic drawing illustrating when the rehabilitation sessions (two times a week for four weeks) were provided to
each group of UVH patients compared to onset of vestibular pathology.

appropriate to study non stationary signals like CoP
displacements, and it provides a three-dimensional time
frequency chart of body sway. The spectral power density
(SPD: decimal logarithm scale visualized as a color code)
gives the energy cost to maintain balance, and the Postural
Instability Index (PII) provides a global score of posture
control (Figure 2A-B). Higher the PII, higher the instability,
and higher the SPD, higher the energy spent to control
posture.

The CoP trajectories were also studied with the
stabilogram diffusion analysis44. The CoP trajectory analysis
computed the square of the displacement between all pairs
of points separated by a specified time interval ∆t, then
averaged over the number of ∆t of the recording session, and
repeated for increasing values of ∆t. The analysis provides a
unique planar stabilogram-diffusion plot defining a critical
point which spatio-temporal coordinates approximate the
region over which posture control switches from openloop to close-loop control mechanisms. The diffusion

analysis is particularly relevant to extract parameters from
the raw posturography data directly related to the steadystate behavior of posture control or to the functional
interactions with the neuromuscular mechanisms involved
in the maintenance of upright stance. The amplitude
of the critical point (CP amp, in mm2) estimates when
feedback mechanisms intervene to avoid fall (higher the CP
amplitude, higher the risk of fall).

The fractal analysis, based on statistical-mechanics45,
is another way to estimate posture stability. It consists
of determining if the CoP displacements are correlated,
that is, linked by a causal relationship (CoP moving
forward because previous backward displacement:
feedback correction; close-loop control mechanism), or
not correlated (random CoP trajectory, stochastic process:
open-loop control mechanism). The number of Hausdorff
points in each stabilogram, not correlated with each other,
and their mean frequency were evaluated in order to
evaluate the mean time-interval during which the patient
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of the session and retention at the beginning of the following
session, an objective sign of the reduction of the vestibular
imbalance (paper in preparation). The UVH patients in each
of the three groups were submitted to the same training
protocol, including an equal number of training sessions.
These rehabilitation sessions were performed two times a
week for four weeks after inclusion of the patients (Figure
1C).

Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI)

20

0

BEFORE REHAB

AFTER REHAB

Figure 2: Dizziness Handicap Inventory scores before and after
vestibular rehabilitation with the rotatory chair protocol
The global DHI scores incorporating the physical, functional and
emotional items are shown (ordinates) for the three groups of
patients before and after receiving the rehabilitation early after
onset of vertigo attack (open histograms), or at later stages (late1
group: grey histograms; late 2 group: filled histograms). Significant
differences between the pre- and post-rehabilitation DHI scores
are shown with asterisks. *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001.

remains stable without postural correction. In healthy non
anxious subjects, higher the HF, more frequently the subject
operates in open-loop, automatic control of posture.

Rotatory chair protocol

The rotatory chair protocol is a unidirectional rotation
paradigm aimed at rebalancing the vestibular system. The
patients were sitting in a rotatory chair (Framiral, Grasse,
France) with eyes closed, the head tilted by 30° down to
have the horizontal canal plan close to the horizontal. They
were instructed to keep the eyes closed during the whole
rotation of the chair and to open the eyes as soon as the chair
rotation was stopped. At this moment, they were asked to
fixate a visual target located 1.5 m in front of them, at eye
level. Whole body rotations of the UVH patients were always
performed toward the hypofunction side. They consisted of
sudden high velocity rotation of the chair (200°/s-250°/s;
acceleration: 1000°/s2) during three full 360° turns or more,
depending on patient’s tolerance to the protocol, followed by
a sudden stop of the chair. The time during which the patient
reported the visual target was moving, as a result of the postrotatory nystagmus, was measured after each chair rotation,
and five to ten trials were successively done during the same
session. As a rule, the time for extinction of the illusory target
motion progressively reduces with repetition of the chair
rotations due to the progressive decline in the post-rotatory
response. Habituation of the intact labyrinth to the repetition
of the rotations to the lesion side can be observed at the end

Each UVH patient was required to fill out the Dizziness
Handicap Inventory questionnaire46. It consists of 25 items
incorporating physical, emotional and functional aspects
of vertigo and dizziness. Each item is evaluated on a three
point scale: “yes”, “sometimes” or “no”, scored as 4, 2 or 0,
respectively. The maximal scores were 28, 36 and 36 for
the physical, functional and emotional items, respectively.
A global score was obtained by adding all items, with a
maximum of 100 points. The total DHI score was calculated
before and just after the end of rehabilitation with the
rotatory chair protocol.

Data analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out using analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measures. Groups (early,
late 1, late 2), postural parameters (PII, SPD, CP amp, HF),
and DHI score were the between-patients factors, and preand post-rehab sessions as the within-patients factors.
Global evaluation was done with the Bonferroni’s multicomparisons test. Supplementary ANOVAs were performed
in order to test the influence of sources of variation (age,
gender). To measure the effects of visual condition (EO, EC,
Opto) on posture control in both the stable and unstable
platform conditions, the four postural parameters (PII,
SPD, CP amp, HF) were analyzed using a 4-way ANOVA.
Post-hoc analysis was done with the Bonferroni’s multicomparisons test. The probability level p < 0.05 was used
to evaluate significant differences. It was verified that
non-parametric tests (Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon
signed ranked test) more adapted to small size samples
provided similar results.

The postural parameters recorded in the UVN patients
in the static posturography test (EO, EC and Opto on stable
support) were compared to the normative values (mean
values ± SD) collected in a population of 225 healthy
subjects in the same range of age (40-80 years). Moreover,
the UVH patients tested in the most challenging conditions
(EC and optokinetic stimulation on unstable support)
failed generally to keep balance before rehabilitation,
contrary to healthy subjects. The percentage of fallers in
these two conditions was therefore evaluated before and
after rehabilitation as a functional parameter to assess the
effects of VR with the rotatory chair protocol.
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Results
The general ANOVA showed no significant differences
for age and gender between the three groups of UVN
patients. Significant differences were observed between the
healthy controls and the three groups of UVH patients for
all the postural parameters recorded before rehabilitation.
Significant differences were also found between the prerehab and post-rehab for the postural performance and the
DHI score.

DHI Score

The total DHI score incorporating the physical,
functional and emotional items did not differ significantly
between the three groups of UVH patients at the first visit
before rehabilitation (p=0.68, 0.78 and 0.54 for the early,
late 1 and late 2, respectively). The patients were in the
same range of moderate handicaps (DHI = 60.9 ± 21.0, 59.1
± 19.2, and 58.0 ± 22.5 for the early, late 1 and late 2 groups,
respectively). The ANOVA with repeated measures between
the pre- and post-rehabilitation values showed significant

A

BEFORE REHABILITATION

STATIC POSTUROGRAPHY: Stable Pla�orm
EO
EC
OPTOKINETIC

differences between the groups [F (1,37) = 104.4; p<0.0001].
After rehabilitation, the early and late 1 groups showed
significant reductions of the global DHI score (21.2 ± 19.3
and 21.3 ± 23.6, respectively; p<0.0001), shifting from
moderate to slight handicaps, with mean improvements of
39.7 points and 37.8 points, respectively. A non-significant
reduction was observed in the late 2 group (40.7 ± 19.5;
p=0.07) that still exhibited a moderate handicap with a
mean reduction of 17.3 points only (Fig. 2). The early and
late 1 groups differed significantly with the late 2 group
(p<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively).

Posturography Data

All the UVH patients were able to keep balance without
falling in the easiest static posturography tasks, that is, on
the stable platform with EO, EC and Optokinetic stimulation.
By contrast, most of them failed to keep balance in the
most challenging conditions on the unstable platform.
Figure 3A illustrates the raw wavelet plots of a typical UVH
patient of the early group tested before rehabilitation. The
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Figure 3A-B: Wavelet transform applied to the stabilogram of one representative unilateral vestibular hypofunction patient (UVH) of
the early rehabilitation group examined with static and dynamic posturography
The wavelet transform, here applied to the CoP displacements in the antero-posterior direction provides a 3D chart of body sway with
time on the abscissae (in seconds), the frequency content of the stabilogram on the ordinates (body sway in Hz), and the spectral power
density shown with a color code (expressed in decimal Log). The figure shows the 3D maps recorded before (A) and after (B) rehabilitation
of the patient in the three visual conditions (eyes open: EO; eyes closed: EC, and with optokinetic stimulation) on the stable platform
(static posturography: upper plots) and the unstable platform (dynamic posturography: lower plots). Note the increased energy spent by
this patient to control quiet standing before rehabilitation under EC and optokinetic visual conditions (hot colors in the low body sway
frequency range), and his incapacity to keep balance in the most challenging dynamic posturography tests in the same visual conditions.
Posture and balance functions were significantly improved in this patient after rehabilitation.
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3D maps show the body sway frequency and the spectral
power density as a color code in the frequency domain as a
function of the recording time. Keeping balance is possible
on stable support (upper graphs) while fall occurs without
vision (EC) and with a moving visual surround (optokinetic:
lower graphs). Figure 3B shows the improvement of the
postural performance of this patient after rehabilitation,
who keeps balance in all six conditions of the test.

the patients before rehabilitation were significantly higher
with EO (p<0.001), with EC (p<0.001) and with optokinetic
stimulation (p<0.001). After rehabilitation, the PII scores
were close to the controls.

The other postural parameters evaluating the energy
cost to control posture (SPD), the amplitude of the CoP
displacements for which the patient shifts to closeloop control mechanisms (CP amplitude), and the mean
frequency of posture stability without corrections as
evaluated by the Hausdorff frequency (HF) showed similar
changes. They were altered in the three groups of patients
tested before rehabilitation, differing significantly from
the healthy controls (Table II). The early and late 1 groups
of UVH patients spend more energy to stand erect (SPD:
p<0001), shift to close-loop control mechanisms for higher
CoP displacements (CP amplitude: p<0001), and have more
reduced Hausdorff frequency (HF: p<0.001). These changes
were enhanced in the EC and Optokinetic conditions
compared to the EO condition. The late 2 group showed a
rather different pattern compared to the two other ones,
with much more increased SPD, CP amplitude and HF. This
pattern is typical of subjects with fear of fall who display a
stiffness strategy, standing rigid on the platform like a stick.

Static Posturography

POSTURAL INSTABILITY INDEX

The general ANOVA did not show significant differences
between the 3 groups of patients examined before
rehabilitation (F (2, 222) = 405.3; p=0.39), but a significant
interaction group-visual condition (EO, EC, Opto) was
found (F (2, 222) = 51.6; p<0.001). On the other hand, all
the postural parameters recorded in the patients before
rehabilitation differed significantly compared to those of
the healthy controls. The figure 4 is the quantification of
the PII recorded in the three visual conditions for each
group of UVH patients. This global postural stability
score derived from the wavelet transform is illustrated
by boxplots showing the mean value with the first and
third quartiles, and whiskers indicating the minimum and
maximal PII values. Compared to the normative data from
age-matched healthy controls represented by the blue
colored area (mean ± SD), the mean PPI values recorded in
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The ANOVAs performed on the posturography
parameters after rehabilitation pointed to significant
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Figure 4: Changes in the Postural Instability Index after rehabilitation in the three groups of unilateral vestibular hypofunction (UVH)
patients tested in static posturography conditions
The figure shows the Postural Instability Index score (ordinates) recorded in the three visual conditions (eyes open: EO; eyes closed: EC,
and with optokinetic stimulation) on the stable platform, before and after rehabilitation with the rotatory chair protocol, in the three
groups of UVH patients: the early group (open boxplots), the late 1 group (grey boxplots), and the late 2 group (black boxplots). Each
boxplot shows the mean with the 1st and 3rd quartiles, and whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum PII values. The blue heavy
horizontal line and the light blue area correspond to the normative values (mean ± SD) recorded in the healthy population under the
same experimental conditions. Compared to these normative data, the three groups of patients exhibited significantly higher PII scores
(*: p<0.001), but they did not differed significantly from each other before rehabilitation, and they regained PII scores close to the
controls after rehabilitation.
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Table II: Comparison of the postural parameters recorded in the control population and the three groups of unilateral vestibular
hypofunction (UVH) patients examined before rehabilitation in the static posturography test
The mean spectral power density (SPD, in decimal Log, ± SD) derived from the wavelet transform of the stabilogram, the amplitude of the
critical point (CP amp, in mm2, ± SD) evaluated with the stabilogram diffusion analysis, and the frequency of the Hausdorff points (HF, in Hz, ±
SD) calculated with the fractal analysis are provided for each visual condition of the static posturography test (stable support) with: eye open
(EO), eyes closed (EC), and optokinetic stimulation (Opto). The normative values recorded in the control population made of 225 sex- and agematched healthy subjects are given together with those of the early, late 1 and late 2 groups tested before rehabilitation.

CONTROLS
EARLY GROUP BEFORE REHAB
LATE 1 GROUP
BEFORE REHAB
LATE 2 GROUP
BEFORE REHAB

STABLE SUPPORT EYES OPEN
SPD
CP amp
HF
72.8
16.3
2.5
± 6.5
± 12.5
± 1.9
77.0
49.2
1.5
± 7.2
± 42.4
± 1.4
76.2
44.1
1.8
± 6.0
± 49.7
± 1.7
80.5
120.5
3.7
± 8.3
± 125.7
± 1.9

STABLE SUPPORT EYES CLOSED
SPD
CP amp
HF
76.4
23.3
2.2
± 5.9
± 18.9
± 1.4
82.5
158.0
1.6
± 6.5
± 123.4
± 1.5
78.7
77.5
0.9
± 4.6
± 43.1
± 0.7
87.1
141.3
2.5
± 13.2
± 101.1
± 1.8

STABLE SUPPORT OPTOKINETIC
SPD
CP amp
HF
72.4
40.7
1.5
± 7.4
± 41.3
± 1.0
87.6
315.2
1.1
± 14.8
± 201.7
± 0.9
97.1
397.6
0.7
± 15.4
± 304.0
± 0.6
93.7
135.1
1.0
± 17.4
± 131.0
± 0.6

Table III: Table comparing the postural parameters recorded in the static posturography test between the early group after rehabilitation
and the late 2 group before rehabilitation
The data show the mean Postural Instability Index (PII ± SD), Spectral Power Density (SPD ± SD, in decimal Log), Critical Point amplitude
(CP amp ± SD, in mm2), and Hausdorff Frequency (HF ± SD, in Hz) in the early group tested after rehabilitation and the late 2 group before
rehabilitation, that is, at roughly similar time periods after onset of vestibular disease (~35 days and ~44 days for the early and late 2 group,
respectively). Significant differences are indicated with the probability level.
STABLE SUPPORT EYES OPEN
WAVELET
DIFFUSION FRACTAL
CP
F
PII
SPD
EARLY GROUP
AFTER REHAB
(~ 35 days)
LATE 2 GROUP
BEFORE REHAB
(~ 44 days)
P

1.81
± 0.6

STABLE SUPPORT
EYES CLOSED
WAVELET
DIFFUSION FRACTAL
CP
F
PII
SPD

STABLE SUPPORT OPTOKINETIC
WAVELET
PII
SPD

DIFFUSION
CP

FRACTAL
F

74.3
± 6.3

34.3
± 29.2

1.25
± 0.9

2.33 79.6
± 0.67 ± 5.7

81.2
± 55.3

1.10
± 0.95

3.37
± 1.32

84.7
± 10.0

230.4
± 201.2

0.97
± 0.8

3.03
80.5
± 0.85 ± 8.3
0.0003 0.03

120.5
± 125.7
0.01

3.69
± 1.9
0.001

3.31 87.1
± 0.77 ± 13.2
0.003 0.03

141.3
± 101.1
0.05

2.53
± 1.8
0.01

4.64
± 2.19
0.03

93.7
± 17.4
0.08

135.1
± 131.0
0.61

1.0
± 0.6
0.36

improvements for three of them: the PII [F(1, 222) = 100.4;p
< 0.0001], the SPD [F(1, 222) = 70.3;p < 0.0001], and the CP
amplitude [F(1, 222) = 37.7; p < 0.0001]. The HF parameter
was not significantly modified after rehabilitation [F(1, 222)
= 1.27; p=0.26]. Whereas the PII regained near normal
values in the three groups of UVH patients, whatever the
visual condition (cf Fig. 4), the SPD, the CP amplitude and
the HF remained altered with EC and with optokinetic
stimulation. In this latter condition, for instance, the mean
SPD scores were still much higher in the early group (84.7
± 10.0; p<0.001), the late 1 group (87.4 ± 9.6; p<0.001),
and the late 2 group (89.4 ± 12.4; p<0.001) compared to
the controls. The mean CP amplitude remained higher also
(230.4 ± 202.0, 213.3 ± 242.1, and 266.9 ± 242.5 for the
early, late 1 and late 2 groups, respectively: p<0.001), and
the HF lower (0.97 ± 0.8, 1.1 ± 0.9, and 1.2 ± 1.0 for the early,
late 1 and late 2 groups, respectively; non-significant).

Interesting is the comparison between the early group
(having finished its four weeks rehabilitation 35 days
after onset of vertigo attack, on average), and the late 2
group (beginning rehabilitation at a similar time period,

44 days on average: see Fig. 1). This comparison makes it
possible to differentiate the effects of the natural process
of spontaneous vestibular compensation from those of the
rehabilitation. Table III illustrates the mean values (± SD)
for all the postural parameters in these two groups. The
late 2 group without rehabilitation showed significantly
higher PII score (worst posture control), increased CP
amplitude (closed-loop mechanisms for greater body sway
amplitude), and higher SPD value (more energy spent)
associated to an abnormally enhanced Hausdorff frequency
compared to the rehabilitated early group, in both the EO
and EC conditions. These data strongly suggest that the
improvement of static posture control in the early group is
largely due to the rehabilitation per se.
Dynamic Posturography

The dynamic posturography test consisted of the
same visual conditions (EO, EC, Opto) with the patients
standing on an unstable support, the platform being free
to move in the 3D space. In the most challenging postural
tasks without vision or with a moving visual environment,
and contrary to what observed in the EO condition, many
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Figure 5: Mean percentage of fallers in the unilateral vestibular
hypofunction (UVH) patients before and after rehabilitation in
the most challenging dynamic posturography tasks
Illustration of the mean percentage of patients not able to keep
balance on the unstable platform with the eyes closed (left
histograms) and with optokinetic stimulation (right histograms)
before and after rehabilitation in the early group (open
histograms), the late 1 group (grey histograms), and the late 2
group (black histograms). Similar percentages were observed
in the three groups before rehabilitation, and significantly
reduced percentages were found after rehabilitation in the
early and late 1 groups. *: p<0.001 and p<0.02, respectively, in
the EC condition; and p<0.02 and p<0.01, respectively, in the
optokinetic condition.

UVH patients were not able to keep their balance. Figure
5 illustrates the percentage of fallers within each group
before and after rehabilitation. The mean percentages
did not differ significantly between the groups before
rehabilitation, in both the EC (31.8%, 30.8% and 37.5%
for the early, late 1 and late 2 groups respectively) and
optokinetic condition (68.2%, 84.6% and 75.1% for
the same groups, respectively). After rehabilitation, the
number of fallers was significantly reduced in the early and
late 1 groups only, in both the EC (9% and 15.4%: chi2 = 17.6
and 8.15, respectively; p<0.001 and p<0.02, respectively)
and optokinetic (22.7% and 23.1%: chi2 = 9.16 and
9.88, respectively; p<0.02 and p<0.01, respectively). No
significant changes were observed after rehabilitation for
the late 2 group, whatever the visual condition.

After rehabilitation, a significant improvement of the
postural performance was found in the EO condition in both
the early (p<0.02) and late 1 (p<0.05) groups. Patients of the
late 2 group showed no significant differences compared
to their pre-rehabilitation performance (p=0.38). Many
patients were still falling in the optokinetic condition, and
particularly in the late 2 group, the statistical analysis was
not performed in this condition due to the too low sampling.
Figure 6 illustrates the postural performance of
the three groups of patients in the EC condition. It is
assumed that this dynamic posturography condition
favors the vestibular input since vision is excluded and
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somatosensory information is not really reliable on an
unstable surface. The early group was the only one for
which all the parameters investigated by the wavelet
analysis (PII, SPD), the diffusion analysis (CP amplitude),
and the fractal analysis (HF) were significantly improved
after rehabilitation, and the late 2 group was the only
one for which none of these parameters was significantly
modified. The late 1 group showed an intermediate pattern
with significant modifications for some parameters only.
For instance, the mean global postural score (PII: 4.31 ±
2.41; Fig. 6A), energy cost (SPD: 96.6 ±10.4; Fig.6B), body
sway amplitude without corrections (CP: 349.9 ±197.2;
Fig.6C), and frequency of body stabilization (HF: 0.82 ±
0.7; Fig.6D) showed significant improvement in the early
group compared to the late 2 group for which the PII (7.72
± 4.07; p<0.01), the SPS (103.2 ± 15.4; p<0.02), and the
CP amplitude (937.6 ± 510.7; p<0.01) were significantly
higher, and the HF lower (0.51 ± 0.3; p<0.01). The early
group pattern indicates that patients sway less, spend less
energy, correct body sway by feedback loop mechanisms
for smaller CoP displacements, and have more frequent
periods of posture stabilization.

Discussion

Taken together, the study showed that the postural
performance of the UVH patients 1) was impaired before
rehabilitation compared to sex- and age-matched healthy
controls, 2) was improved after rehabilitation with the
rotatory chair protocol, 3) was not dependent of the
time delay between onset of pathology and beginning of
rehabilitation for the static postural tasks, 4) was better in
the early group compared to the late 1 and late 2 groups
for the dynamic postural tasks, and 5) patient’s perception
of dizziness handicap was reduced in the three groups of
patients, with significantly greater reductions when rehab
was performed in the early postlesional stages.

Postural performance of the unilateral vestibular
hypofunction patients
Everyone agrees that balance control is impaired in
patients with unilateral vestibular loss19,47. It is however
less trivial to investigate how posture control is altered
and recovered in such patients by analyzing the static and
dynamic balance function with more functional describers
than the simple ones (length and area of CoP displacements)
generally used in previous investigations40,43. The
postural parameters provided by non-linear analyses of
CoP displacements like the wavelet transform and the
fractional Brownian-motion analysis give access not only
to the global quantification of posture stabilization (PII).
They also question the feedback mechanisms controlling
body sway (CP amplitude), the energy necessary to
maintain quiet standing (SPD) and how often the body is
stable in a given time period (HF). All these parameters
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Figure 6A-D: Changes in the postural parameters recorded after rehabilitation in the unilateral vestibular hypofunction (UVH) patients
tested in the dynamic posturography tasks
The figure plots the mean modifications of the Postural Instability Index (A), Spectral Power Density (B), Critical Point amplitude (C) and
Hausdorff Frequency (D) in the early (open histograms), late 1 (grey histograms), and late 2 (black histograms) groups of patients before
(left histograms) and after (right histograms) rehabilitation. Note the significant improvements of all postural parameters observed in the
early group only. *: p<0.01.

were significantly altered in our UVH patients examined
in static posturography conditions before rehabilitation
compared to normative data collected in a population of
sex-and age-matched healthy subjects. The PII, the SPD
and the CP amplitude were significantly increased and
the HF significantly decreased. What these functional
postural parameters tell us is that patients have altered
quiet standing with or without vision, spend more energy
to stabilize body position in space, do postural corrections
for greater body sway, and are less frequently stable. The
reason why they may fall even in non-challenging postural
tasks. The only exception was the late 2 group that showed
in the three visual conditions a higher Hausdorff frequency
associated to a higher spectral power density, a typical
pattern observed in both healthy anxious patients and
poorly compensated unilateral vestibular loss patients48. In
this latter study, the Short Anxiety Screening Test showed
that compensated Menière’s patients after unilateral
vestibular neurectomy displayed more anxiety than healthy
subjects. Modifying the environmental context by eye
closure on an unstable support, and therefore the central
representation of the task (higher risk and fear of fall),
and / or modifying the posture multisensory integration
process by vestibular imbalance, impact both the feedback

and feedforward mechanisms controlling posture. Patients
can become more tense and more rigid, exhibit a stiffness
strategy to reduce their CoP displacements and avoid falls.
The absence of rehabilitation can lead to such maladaptive
strategy as previously reported by Horak et al.49 (the strap
down strategy) and illustrated by the late 2 group.

Rehabilitation of posture and balance with the
rotatory chair protocol

The benefit of vestibular rehabilitation therapy (VR) on
the postural control of patients with unilateral peripheral
dysfunction has been reported many times before25,34,50,
and there is a general agreement today to consider that
VR helps to resolve symptoms like dizziness and balance
impairment23-24,51. This study is the first to report postural
improvement in UVH patients rehabilitated with the
rotatory chair paradigm. Although used by many French
physiotherapists since a long time35,38, this protocol had
never been evaluated before.
Postural improvement has been shown in the three
groups of patients tested in both the static and dynamic
postural tasks, and the first question is to know whether it
results from a natural, spontaneous process, or to the impact
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of VR. There is a well-documented literature reporting
vestibular syndrome amelioration over weeks and months
through the process of vestibular compensation18,20,21,26,52.
The reason why this process may be considered as the
neuro-otologist’s best friend53. Overcoming the vestibular
disorders has however, a long time constant of several
weeks for the static posture recovery and more for the
dynamic balance function that remains generally poorly
compensated. Comparing the late 2 group before VR and
the early group after VR, at roughly similar time-intervals
after onset of the pathology (more than 1 month on
average) clearly showed that the non-rehabilitated late 2
group had significantly worst postural performance in both
the static and dynamic postural tasks. In the easier postural
task for example (EO, stable support), the global PII was
much higher in the late 2 versus the early group (3.03 ±
0.85 vs 1.81 ±0.6), the energy spent to control posture was
significantly much bigger (80.5 ± 8.3 vs 74.3 ± 6.3), and the
postural corrections by close-loop control mechanisms
occurred for much greater amplitude of body sway (120.5
±125.7 vs 34.3 ± 29.5, that is, CoP displacements of 10.98
mm vs 5.85 mm). Similar findings were found in the EC and
Optokinetic visual conditions (Cf Table III). Moreover, in
the dynamic postural tasks, the percentage of fallers was
also significantly different in the late 2 group before VR
compared to the early group after VR in both the EC (37.5%
vs 9%) and Optokinetic (63.8% vs 22.7%) visual conditions.
In addition, all the parameters provided by the wavelet
transform of the CoP displacements, the diffusion and the
Brownian analyses of the stabilogram were significantly
improved in the early group after VR compared to the
late 2 group before VR (see Fig. 6). Taken together, the
data strongly suggest that the spontaneous vestibular
compensation process developing in the late 2 group in
the period without VR was not enough, if any, to overcome
the static and dynamic vestibular deficits. The VR with
the rotatory chair protocol was therefore the main source
of posture improvement in our UVH patients, interacting
very likely with the spontaneous vestibular compensation
mechanisms to accelerate the functional recovery26.
Among the sensory substitution mechanisms involved
in the natural vestibular compensation process, the visual
cues are known since a long time be a strong extra-vestibular
input substituting to the lack of vestibular signals48,54-57.
The three groups of rehabilitated UVH patients showed
worst postural performances when vision was excluded or
disturbed under both quiet standing and more challenging
conditions, confirming this general statement. More
reliance on vision was particularly evidenced by a higher
energy cost to control balance, a higher amplitude of body
sway without postural corrections, and a lower Hausdorff
frequency attesting of stable body positions for greater
time-intervals. The poorest postural performance under
optokinetic stimulation could reflect a dependence on
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visual motion cues, frequently observed in vestibular loss
patients57.

Is earlier better for the rehabilitation of posture and
balance?

We have shown recently that UVH patients rehabilitated
with unidirectional rotation paradigms based on either
active head35 or passive whole body38 rotations towards
the hypofunction side recovered a near normal vestibuloocular reflex gain on the disease side when, and only when
rehabilitation was performed in the early stage of the
pathology. These data corroborated the sensitive period we
already demonstrated in animal models28,29. One pressing
question from a clinical point of view was therefore to
know if such an opportunity time window is present for
optimal recovery of posture and balance. The answer
seems negative for the recovery of quiet standing while it
seems positive for balance recovery in more challenging
conditions.

Posture control results from the central integration
of multisensory inputs and the internal representation
of body orientation in space. This multisensory feedback
regulates posture control and continuously updates the
internal model of body’s position which in turn forwards
motor commands adapted to the environmental context
and constraints. It means that posture and balance
functions are more complex than the simple VOR, and thus
have much more potential vicarious processes to supply
the lack of vestibular input. The egocentric reference frame
(cutaneous receptors of the solar plant, proprioception
from the leg muscles,…) as well as the allocentric reference
frame (static vision and visual motion cues), are sensory
substitution mechanisms playing a crucial role in the
recovery of quiet standing7,13,15,16,21,58. This could explain
why posture control in non-challenging conditions can be
improved whatever the time delay between onset of the
pathology and beginning of rehabilitation. Even though
the late 2 group has begun the rehabilitation more than
one month after the attack of vertigo, on average, posture
improvement with the rotatory chair protocol (and with
other rehabilitation methods) remains possible. The only
advantage of an early rehabilitation is to accelerate the
natural compensation, and to fight maladaptive strategies
like the whole body rigidification.
By contrast, balance recovery in challenging conditions
with distorted proprioception (unstable support surface)
and elimination (EC) or disturbance (optokinetic) of the
visual feedback, is much better when rehabilitation is done
early. The percentage of fallers is significantly lower in
the early and late 1 groups compared to the late 2 group
in both the EC and optokinetic conditions. On the other
hand, the early group is the only one to show significant
improvements for all the postural parameters, while none
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of them were significantly modified in the late 2 group.
The data indicate that dynamic balance control is better
restored when VR is performed at an early stage after
onset of the pathology, suggesting again a critical period
for optimal recovery. This opportunity time window
could be explained by synaptic reorganizations at the
peripheral59 or central35,38 vestibular levels. Targeting the
early period of vestibular lesion-induced neural plasticity
with vestibular rehabilitation would lead to the best
functional recovery. The reinforcement of vestibulo-spinal
pathways for balance control by reweighting of otolith
afferents could be the equivalent of the reinforcement
of vestibulo-ocular pathways for gaze stabilization by
semicircular canal afferents. Interestingly, it has been
reported that patients with unilateral vestibular loss who
rely on their remaining intact vestibular function showed
better postural performance on unstable surface than
those who did not22.

Another non-exclusive hypothesis is based on the
interactions between stress and vestibular compensation
and their causal effect on the patient’s physical activity.
A high level of vestibular deafferentation-induced stress
response influences the subsequent development of
vestibular compensation60, and inadequate vestibular
compensation may be responsible for persistent
dysfunctions as chronic dizziness57. Many kinds of physical
therapy favor the vestibular compensation process25 and
reduce the emotional and psychological factors mostly
responsible for the patient’s fear of fall. Among the
predictors of clinical recovery from vestibular neuritis are
the increased visual dependence, anxiety/depression, and
fear of bodily sensations57,61. In addition, patients without
rehabilitation have longer time of sedentary behavior,
shorter time of physical activity62, use maladaptive
strategies as head motion avoidance, the reason why the
late 2 group has postural scores as low as the early group
before rehabilitation and exhibited less recovery after
rehabilitation. The subjective evaluation of the quality of
life with the DHI questionnaire corroborates this statement.

Taken together, the results of the present study and
those of our previous investigations in patients with
the same vestibular pathology35,38 strongly suggest that
the best functional recovery is always observed when
vestibular rehabilitation is started early after the acute
attack of vertigo. It means that the critical point to start
vestibular rehabilitation is “as soon as possible, as early
as the patients can do gaze stabilization exercises or
can be submitted to the rotatory chair protocol without
exhibiting major discomfort”. Whatever the precise date
to begin VR, depending on when the right diagnosis has
been established, it is clear that the plasticity mechanisms
restoring the functions (full VOR recovery instead of
compensatory saccades, for instance) must be used at
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a very early stage (first two weeks). Regarding posture
control, a multisensory determined process, the first four
weeks constitute an ideal time window for rehabilitation.
After this time, VR will be less effective and/or will require
much more training and expensive health costs.

DHI Score

We confirm here previous studies showing that
VR improves the DHI score of patients with vestibular
hypofunction. Before rehabilitation, all groups were in the
same range of moderate handicap (DHI score around 60).
After rehabilitation with the rotatory chair protocol, all the
patients in the early and late 1 groups showed greater than
18-point difference between pre- and post-rehabilitation
scores, a point difference considered as a measure of change
with the DHI questionnaire46. The percentage reduction of
the DHI score in these groups was roughly similar to that
found in our previous study35, but higher (67% and 66%
for the early and late 1 groups, respectively) compared
to other reports indicating around 35% improvement
only63,64. The lower DHI score decrease in these studies in
chronic patients results from the longer time period after
onset of vestibular pathology, roughly similar to that of
the late 2 group for which improvement was 30% only. It
reflects very likely the poor recovery of dynamic balance
when late rehabilitation is provided. It is another argument
supporting the concept that rehabilitation must be done
early after the acute attack to get not only the best and
faster balance improvement, but also to reduce the patient’s
perception of dizziness handicap. Finally, and to plagiarize
the Kennard’s principle based on a negative linear relation
between age at brain injury and functional outcome (the
younger the lesioned organism, the better the outcome65),
we could say: the earlier the rehabilitation, the better the
dynamic balance recovery; or it’s better to do vestibular
rehabilitation early, if you can arrange it.

Limits of the study

It should be necessary to validate our results in larger
clinical trials involving more patients with well diagnosed
unilateral vestibular hypofunction rehabilitated at
different stages of the pathology. This is the first limitation
of the study. A second limitation is the short time period
of rehabilitation (4 weeks) and the limited number of
vestibular rehab sessions (8) provided to each patient. One
may wonder if a more intense training would benefit more
to the patients to restore their postural performance, and
particularly in challenging conditions with suppression of
vision, disturbing visual motion cues, and uneven surface.
Indeed, these are day life situations frequently experienced
by the patients, at the origin of dizziness, instability and
fall. Finally, the rotatory chair protocol should be explored
more deeply by investigating its contribution on the slow
phase eye velocity of the spontaneous nystagmus and the
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time constant of the vestibular system on the healthy side.
This is the future of our running experiments.
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